PUBLICATION FOR AWARDING OF N. 01 SHORT RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP LASTING 12 MONTHS – Title: “Applied Short Research Fellowships” inside FSE project “Capitale sociale e comunità di valore nel veneziano” cod. 2.1-948-2016 – CUP H79G16000280009.
Procedure announced by Call rep. 376/2017 prot. 29229 – III/13 of June the 27th 2017 c/o Department of Management

LIST OF THE ADMITTED CANDIDATES TO THE ORAL EXAM

As defined in the preliminary session and in that for the evaluation criteria on July the 24th 2017, the Examination Board calls to the oral exam the following candidates:

1) CECCONI Adriano (points 20 – minimum score to participate to the oral exam 20);
2) DE LEO Carolina (points 20 – minimum score to participate to the oral exam 20);
3) MAZZAROLO Martina (points 21 – minimum score to participate to the oral exam 20);
4) PANFILO Silvia (points 25 – minimum score to participate to the oral exam 20);
5) SPEZIALE Maria Teresa (points 30 – minimum score to participate to the oral exam 20);
6) STOYCHEVA Stela Ivanova (points 22 – minimum score to participate to the oral exam 20).

The oral exam will be on July the 26th 2017 at 16:00 in Sala Meeting, First Floor, Building C2, Department of Management, San Giobbe, Venezia.
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